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angers and sympathies. Do you know a John Smith ?
And how like, and yet how different, Peter is!
Perhaps the most marked difference is in the way they
take criticism; the other day their mother was really
vexed with them about their treatment of their puppy,
and Peter was horribly upset when she called them cruel
and unkind. Not so John; he minded for the moment
but then was off to work his engine, whereas Peter spent
the day trying to make it up to the puppy and win his
mother's approval.
Thus all people who are responsible for young children
should watch their natural reaction to their environment
and note very carefully the different results of a given
experience on the various children. Hence the knowledge
of temperament should be useful, because it directs the
layman's attention to facts and normal combinations of
factors that he might otherwise overlook.
But should the knowledge be used to classify each child
into one type, it would obviously be most dangerous. All
of us have inherited our characteristics from a legion of
ancestors and the modifications of the simpler types are
numerically so great and psychologically so subtle, that
an accurate analysis of any individual's variations from
type is certainly impossible to the layman.
In this work on temperament and all the following
sections on various native endowments, the aim is to
suggest to educators what characteristics they are likely
to find in children and to what extent they can be modified.
types of conduct
Probably the division into mental and physical charac-
teristics will be found as misleading as the suggestion that
heredity and environment can be looked on as the two
factors that determine growth. But whereas some charac-
teristics in a child are probably the result of his physical
make-up and in some few cases can be modified by the

